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Motivation

Methodology

Peerings on the Internet affect how fast content is delivered to
end users. Internet Service Providers can establish a direct link to
another network to create a fast lane for traffic. These links are
are free of charge and have virtually no disadvantages for both
parties. Yet some providers deliberately decide against peering.

There are over 9,000 probes in the RIPE Atlas measurement network to use as we see fit. We use them to analyze the path between the end user and the content provider. If the traffic traverses
from a local Internet Exchange Point directly into the target network, we know the route to be optimal. For a content provider, we
focus on Netflix. They offer a bandwidth intensive service and publish their own connection quality measurements.

Introduction
The Internet consists of a large number of different networks
called autonomous systems. They range from tier 1 networks,
which span multiple continents, to tier 3 networks, which cover
only a single country or city.
We focus on two different types of tier 3 networks:
• Internet Service Providers, e.g. A1, UPC
• Content Providers, e.g. Amazon, Google, Netflix
Since the vast majority of end users consume services from such
content providers, the connection quality has a large impact on
user experience. For this reason, network operators often decide
to connect their networks directly – the two networks peer with
each other.

Results
Especially small Internet Service Providers peer with as many
other networks as possible. Larger ones either do not peer at all
or are very reluctant to do so. In Austria, UPC started peering with
Netflix in July 2016 and increased the bandwidth to Netflix by
47%. A1 still refuses to peer.
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To properly assess peerings, we need to analyze connections
from multiple Internet Service Providers. Since it is unfeasible to
own all access points ourselves, we make use of RIPE Atlas – a
global measurement network.
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Besides Austria, we also examined Italy and The Netherlands.
Italy paints a similar picture to Austria – some providers peer and
some don‘t. The Netherlands on the other hand offer not only the
best connection quality but also engage in peering with almost
every other network.
Conclusion
Peering can have a huge impact on performance. The connection
speed of UPC in Austria increased by almost half after they established a direct connection to Netflix. Still, some providers remain
elusive and connect only to a select few networks. While this
approach is understandable for company networks, Internet Service Providers with a large number of end users should always
strive to offer the best possible service quality – even if it might
conflict with their own service offerings.
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